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TA B L E O F C O N T E N T S

ED BOX
Wow, another year gone by. This being my
last few days here at UCSD, and therefore my last
few days as Editor of THE KOALA, I feel I should
pass on some of my collected wisdom from the last
five years to the student body. Unfortunately, the
past five years were spent drunk sitting under that
mechanical tree in Muir Woods, chanting fucked-up
slurs to sorority chicks when they walked by at 4am
after Price Center hazing. They all thought it was
just the tree talking. HAHA! TREES DON’T FOLLOW YOU HOME!!
So anyway, we had to send out our lovely
Koala bitch to go get money for y’all to enjoy another wonderful issue. That’s right, she does what I
tell her. But, her being female and all, she managed
to somehow backfire the plan and make us do all the
fundraising while she smoked all our stash. Now go
jizz all over her picture before your finals so you can
think straight again.
Speaking of jizz, did anybody read the last
shitty issue of the Tardian? I’m sure none of you saw
the results of the annual KOALA Vs. Tardian
Sloshball game. It’s not because I’m omniscient
(which I AM!) but it’s because it WASN’T
FUCKING THERE. The idiots running the sports
page seem to think it’s more interesting to read about
all of UCSD’s losses rather than read about at least
ONE winning team: THE KOALA. Did I mention
we kicked their fuckin ass? You can learn about all of
it on page 9.
So schlong, I’ll see y’all on the flip-side. Ciao.

KOOL KOALATY RECIPES
Vegan Slim Jims
Ingredients: One box unwrapped Slim
Jims
Directions: Get a sharpie and write the
words ‘VEGAN’ and ‘ORGANIC’ over
the words on the box. Place in Food CoOp and sell for $0.50 a stick and say its
made of soil&greens. If caught, blame
on hippie behind counter and make a pass
at his girlfriend.

OE Floats
Ingredients:
One 40 oz Old
English malt
beverage, one
16 oz Wendy’s
Frosty
D i re c t i o n s :
Mix.

June 9, 2002

Premed Asian Girl
Dinner
Ingredients: 1 Metabolife tablet,
1/2 package Ramen noodles, one
O-Chem text.
Directons: Eat uncooked Ramen
noodles. Take metabolife pill and
put down the MOTHERFUCKIN’
KOALA. Meditate before photo
of Fiona Apple for five minutes.
Study all night.

Page 2....You’re reading it you idiot
Page 3.............Ass Slappin’ LISTS
Page 4........................my butt
Page 5.........I donno, why don’t you
look asshole?
Page 6.....Interview with a Porn Star
Page 7........Never before seen: UCSD
guy goes on a date!
Page 8 - 9!!!!!!!!!SLOSHBALL!!!!!!!!!
Page10 ......Answer key to your final
Page 11........Darth Vader and George
Bush: Separated at birth?
Page 12...........................duh

STAFF BOX
Blueberry
Erik Lickersnatch

White Widow
Gene Shaft Wu
Eric Marc-Aurele

Sensi Star
Adam Ainsworth, Jeremy Rode, Kerry Drake,
eses, Marissa Crane, Jason Moore, Robert
Lanuza

Free Mead

Skunk #1

Ingredients: 256 1/2oz packets of Knotts Berry
Farm Honey, (Free at your college’s cafeteria) 5
gallons of UCSD tap water, assorted fruit jellys and
spices, (also free at your college’s cafeteria) 1/2oz
champagne fermenting yeast.
Directions: Boil 3 gallons of water. Add honey and
continue to boil for 30 minutes. Remove from heat,
add spices for flavor and 2 more gallons water. Add
yeast and seal in a 5 gallon water jug with a one way
airlock. Leave in your closet for six months, then
chill and serve your grade A hooch, courtesy of UCSD.

Wendy Tong, B-rad, Chuck-D, Milk

BoozeAde
Che Cafe Cuisine

Ingredients: 1 Gallon bottle
gatorade, 1 bottle very cheap
vodka, 1 bottle cheap wiskey
Dirctions: Go to dog beach and
scoop up dog-fortified seaweed.
Directions: Pour half of the
Arrange on plate and garnish with
gatorade out and mix with half
mung found in vicinity of che cafe.
vodka and half wiskey. Drink
In the highly unlikely scenario that
no mung can be found near the cafe, thoroughly.
substitute with a schtickle of
schmegma.

Mexican Ditch-weed
George Liddle
My buddy Brett was tripping on DXM hard. He fucking thought that he
knew the answer to every question in the world. He went up to my friend’s
roommate Geoff and woke him up at 2 am to announce that the time was
now to get the answers to any questions he might have. You can imagine
being woken up at two in the morning on a Thursday by some idiot friend
of your roommate who’s tripping on Tussin only to hear that he thinks he’s
some kind of fucking guru. Brett, is yelling at Geoff, “Ask me anything. I
know everything!” Geoff rolls over and says, “Alright, what is the
squareroot of negative one?” Brett is a little perplexed, but pulls himself
together and replies, “The views expressed in this publication are solely
those of THE KOALA and our members. While the publisher of this
publication is recognized as a campus student organization at the University of California, San Diego, the views expressed in its publication do not
represent those of ASUCSD, the University of California, the Regents,
their officers, or employees, nor does ASUCSD, the University of California, the Regents, their officers, or employees. Each publication bears the
full legal responsibility for its content.” And then he killed himself.
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KOALA LISTS
Top Five Things a UCSD RSO Says
1. Is that children’s laughter? I’d better put
a stop to that!
2. Holla!!!
3. Uh oh...I think I hear a noise violation.
4. Really? I didn’t realize Budweiser made
apple juice.
5. Stop calling me meatball!
Top Five Things to Do When Your
Girlfriend’s Being a Bitch
1. Go gay and fuck her brother.
2. Sneak a finger in her ass when she’s
sleeping.
3. Rip off that fuckin bitches face, disembowel her with a spoon, and send her
entrails to that fag she’s cheating on you
with the fuckin whore i’ll kill you ashley
i’ll fuckin kill you you dont know me
4. Put peanut butter on your penis.
5. Tell her you’re going back to your old
girlfriend who never complained about a
pineapple being shoved up her cunt.
Top Five Lines Guys Use To Break Up
With Their Girlfriends:
1. You’re not my type bitch.
2. -Click3. Mmh OOHHH BABY! oh, it’s not
working out. MMMPPHH Yeah! GIVE
IT TO ME YEAHHH!! I think we should
see other people.
4. Have you ever considered nasal sex?
5. How ‘bout we break up and still fuck!
6. Actually my last name is Humpsisdick
and I want to name our kids Charlie and
Roger.
Top Five Times I Get a Boner
1. While unconscious at the dentist office.
2. When my professor leans over to pick
up his pencil.
3. For Christmas.
4. At the exact moment that I’m zipping up
my pants.
5. During rush hour on the shuttle.
Top Five Ways to Put An Eye Out
1. Playing scissor tag
2. Putting on your new pair of Poakley
sunglasses.
3. Coming too close to Dolly Parton.
4. With your own penis.
5. In the cold, with no food or money.
Top Five Responses to “Hey buddy, can
you spare a quarter?”
1. Can you break a $20?
2. I’ll buy your jacket off you.
3. Stop bitching I’m mansionless.
4. Sorry, this change is for my couch.
5. Can’t stop I’m late for dinner!
Mmm...dinner.
6. What the fuck happened to that penny I
gave you? Next thing you know, you’ll be
asking for a dollar.
7. How about you fight with another bum,
I film it, pay you $10, and then make a
couple hundred grand off the footage?

Top Five Blind Rapper Names
1. .:..::.
2. Seeing Eye Doggy Dog
3. 20/500
4. DJ Who?
5. Sir Trips-a-lot
6. MC Blindy
7. Optometrist Dre
8. Two Coins of Indeterminate Value
Top Five Blind Rapper Songs
1. Where my dogs at?
2. In Da Club…I think
3. Cuz I Was Blind
4. All Eyez On Me But Mine
5. Gotta Touch This
Top Five Ways to Tell You Have a Real
Stalker
1. Everywhere you go there’s something
convenient to hide behind when you turn
around. You know, like in cartoons.
2. You find nose hairs in your panties.
3. That guy in the back of all your classes
always brings binoculars.
4. The heavy breathing on the phone
doesn’t stop after you hang up.
5. Your to do list always has “leave blinds
open while showering” scrawled in as the
last entry.
Top Five Ironic Things To Do When Your
Best Friend Tells You He’s Gay
1. Lock him in a closet.
2. Ram him against the wall.
3. Slap his ass and call him Suzy.
4. Tell him, “okay, gimme a blowjob and
we’ll forget the whole thing.”
5. Beat him till the gay comes out (it’ll
look red and runny).

Top Five Meanings of A.I.D.S.
1. Another Inbred Dick Sucker
2. Always Ice Da Sack
3. Assholes I Do Sex
4. Anally Ill Dumb Shits
5. Ahaha I’m Dead Suddenly
Top Five Meanings of S.A.R.S.
1. Spreads Around Really Slowly
2. Suffocating Asians Rarely Survive
3. Slap All Reds Silly
4. Surviving Americans Rank Superior
5. SARS ARS RS S
Top Five Things to Say To Console Kids
Who Have Cancer
1. Now you’ll fit right in with all the other
white supremacists.
2. You can meet Jesus sooner. Yay!
3. You won’t get lumped together with
everyone else at the doctor’s office.
4. You’re a mutant just like the X-Men!
5. Now you wont have to lie on your “pity
me” college essay!
Top Five Nursery Rhymes for Kids With
Cancer
1. Lumpty Dumpty
2. Little Boy Blue Spots
3. The Itsy Bitsy Cancer
4. Old King Mole
5. Mary Mary, chemotherapy

Top Five Nursery Rhymes for Altar Boys
1. Little Jack Horny
2. Little Boy Peep
3. Jack Be Quiet
4. Pop goes the Anus
5. Wee Willie Winkie
6. What are Little Boys Made of?
7. Hot Cross Buns
Top Five Normal Things To Do When Your 8. My Wuzzy has no Fuzzy
9. Little Boy Blew
Best Friend Says He’s Gay
10. One Little, Two Little, Three Little
1. Think of all the times he could have
Payoffs
looked at your ass.
2. Remind him about how gay people get
Top Five Reasons to Dump Her
buttfucked.
1. She gained over three pounds.
3. Laugh as if it’s a joke and then never
2. Your ass hurts in the morning and her
talk to him again.
strap on is on the floor.
4. Tell him you wont suck his dick
3. You used to get more action from your
anymore if it tastes like shit.
hand
5. Bend him over and try him out.
4. Her head isn’t flat enough to hold your
beer while she gives you a blowjob.
Top Five Man Lies
5. Will not grant access to the dumper.
1. No, I don’t have a girlfriend.
2. It’s 9”.
Top Five Ways to Get Attention If You’re A
3. If anything it makes you look thinner.
Chick
4. Personality is really important to me.
1. Kick the winning goal in the World Cup
5. I’ll call you.
Game and then rip off your shirt.
2. Find the cure for cancer without a shirt
Top Five Woman Lies
1. Just tell me, I swear I won’t tell anyone. on.
3. Campaign for saving the rainforest by
2. I’ve never done anything like this
throwing your shirt to the wind.
before.
4. Give an address to the nation as the first
3. Oh that’s just an ingrown pube hair.
woman president with no top on.
4. Personality is really important to me.
5. Jump off of a building...topless.
5. I’m not a bitch.
6. Everything I say makes sense.
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MORE KOALA LISTS
Top Five Animals I’d Do
1. Giraffe: talk about deepthroat!
2. Whale: mouth, ass, cunt, AND
blowhole!
3. Dog: what? it’s convenient
4. Naked Mole Rats: so I could tell
all my friends
5. Pigs: twelve tits muthafucka!
Top Five Places Jesus’ Likeness Has
Appeared That No One Reported
1. In my diarrhea-like vomit.
2. Iraq
3. Your girlfriend’s labia.
4. In the jizz on Gina Wild’s face
5. On a Jesus statue
Top Five Things I Want on My
Tombstone
1. Here lies Butthead McStinkalot
2. R.I.P. One in My Memory
3. This tombstone better be shaped
like a butt cuz that’s what I asked
for.
4. I so faked this.
5. Onions and Pepperoni.
Top Five Uses for Limbless People
1. Bowling pins
2. Punching bags
3. Tops
4. Traffic cones
5. Urinal

Top Five Million Dollar Inventions I
Just Came Up With
1. Computer shoes with lightning bolts
on the side.
2. A solar-powered phone recharger
with lightning bolts on the side.
3. Voice activated H2O secreting t-shirt,
comes in white and ivory.
4. Gun with glove velcroed to grip.
5. See through tear away pants
6. Velcro bra strap

Top Five Reasons My Goldfish Are
Dead
1. There’s just never any food in the
fridge.
2. They kept talking shit.
3. They didn’t like being part of my
volcano experiment.
4. Their tank was so dirty they jumped
out to commit suicide.
5. They were nearly twenty minutes old.

Top 1 Ways to Tell You’re Stoned 2
1. You ask Erik “hey, where did Erik
Top Five Things to Say To Get Out of
go?” and Erik responds “I think he left
Jury Duty
1. “That is the most guiltily dressed man just a minute ago.”
I have ever seen!”
Top Five Clubs You Would Never
2. “Aww shit, what up homey?”
Imagine Could Exist at UCSD But Do
3. “I want a deferment.”
1. Christian Nudist Association
4. “Shit yeah, I’d dun the same thing,
strangle that ho, fuck her brains out, kill 2. Hindu Rodeo Fans of UCSD
3. Decent People Who Want to Gather
her, fuck her, fuck her again, then rape
her unborn fetus, yeah, son, that’s tight.” Socially Without Making an Issue of
5. “I told you I’d be back and this time I Your Race, Gender, Religion, and / or
Attitude Towards Sex with Gerbils
aint wearin no handcuffs!”
4. The Republican Emo Club
Top Five Cigarette Pornos Due Out This 5. Homos on Rollerblades of North
Dakota
Month:
1. Djism
2. Marlboro Man: Full Flavor
3. Virgin Sluts
SUBMIT YOUR LISTS ONLINE AT
4. Camelback Turkish Cunt
5. Harliament Tights
WWW.THEKOALA.ORG
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All those stories you’ve
heard about how cool jail is...

Great for
teabagging!

Not true.
If you think it’s time to leave, call A to Z Bail Bonds and get out FAST!

A to Z Bail Bonds offers:
- Free Bail Advice
- 24 Hour, Nationwide Service
- Bail by Phone - (619) 427-4012 or (800) 619-BAIL
- Negotiable Collateral Options
They accept all major credit cards and most checks.
Call Marco J. LiMandri, M.C.B.A., Lic. No. 1443837, Member
BBB
(619) 427-4012 -or- (800) 619-BAIL
www.atozbail.com

Have you ever fantasized about 20lb nutz? Well,
your girlfriend has! Believe me, she told me last
night. And I quote “The only reason I’m fucking a
strange man is because he has the phat nutz I’ve
always dreamt of!!!”

Ladies, try EngorgeZ too!
We don’t know what it’ll
do, but it couldn’t make
your nutz any smaller!

At least 50,000% bigger
with EngorgeZ!

PHAT NUTZ!!!!!!

Garnet Ave.

N

X
Gresham

EngorgeZ may make your penis
appear smaller or disappear
entirely. EngorgeZ makes no claims
about the hairyness of your phat
nutz.

Directions to Glassworks:
5 South, Exit Garnet, Head West
on Garnet, On the North Side
of Garnet, Between Haines and
Gresham, Across the Street
from Ichiban

Haines

I tried eating and eating,
but my nutz never got phatter.
Thanks EngorgeZ!
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INTERVIEW WITH A PORN STAR
“Repent you fuckin perverts,” exclaimed the randy porno protestors. “Nay!” replied the Koalans as they stood steadfast with hands
on their nutsackz.
When we stepped outside after meeting and feeling up Bella
Donna, we were met by the protestors. We decided to interview
them too because of how comically bald that one guy with the
Hitler stach was. It was just shameful. He swore he didn’t like porn
and there he is with his hand in his pocket. Now he’ll burn in hell!
FOR ALL ETERNITY! WITH SATAN!

THE KOALA ran an ad for this place called Fantasy Land in Spring
Valley last issue and we decided to check out this porn star named
Bella Donna. After eating at a place across the street from the place
called Rambertos we knew this was gonna turn out fine. While she is
the third porn star that couldn’t spell “Koala” she turned out to be
decently cool and did this interview with us in the midst of the Jesus
loving protestors (see their interview to the right).
THE KOALA: How has the terrible economy affected the porn industry?
BELLA DONNA: [short pause] I don’t know. I suppose it hasn’t.
THE KOALA: Well ok. Give me some of your turn ons.
BELLA DONNA: Confident and clean with strong hands and a good personality.
THE KOALA: On a scale of 1 to porn, how porn am I?
BELLA DONNA: REALLY porn! I love your tongue.
THE KOALA: Do you drive a benzo?
BELLA DONNA: No, I drive an Expedition.
THE KOALA: Um...good answers. What’s your limit?
BELLA DONNA: Definitely no limit for boy on girl. No limit at all. Have you
seen my movies?
THE KOALA: No. What’s the integral from 0 to of Sin X?
BELLA DONNA: Huh? You got me. I didn’t even graduate high school [laughs].
THE KOALA: I see...if my zipper was unzipped would you tell me?
BELLA DONNA: Yeah I would. I’d probably make fun of you too. With my
tongue.
THE KOALA: What is the most amount of people you had in an orgy?
BELLA DONNA: 12 guys at once.
THE KOALA: How was that?
BELLA DONNA: It was an experience.
THE KOALA: What are your future goals?
BELLA DONNA: To save a lot of money, build a home, and have a family.
THE KOALA: Enough with the bullshit. What’s more important, length or girth?
BELLA DONNA: Definitely le...it depends on the guy actually.
THE KOALA: Hypothetically, I have a 14 inch python, can you take it?
BELLA DONNA: I’m up for the challenge.
THE KOALA: Yeah, I’m up for it too and that’s not a hypothetical.
BELLA DONNA: Okay...
THE KOALA: Yes, okay. Was Lexington Steele the biggest dick you’ve ever
had? This Mexican guy over here wants to know and he keeps whispering in my
ear.
BELLA DONNA: I’d say Nacho was the thickest and Mandingo was the longest.
It was some big black guy on white girl thing.
THE KOALA: Oh yeah, not like 90% of porn involving black guys.
BELLA DONNA: Right.
THE KOALA: I suppose that was entertaining. Thanks for letting me grab your
tits. That was fun.
BELLA DONNA: No problem. It WAS fun.
THE KOALA: So you have any more comments?
BELLA DONNA: Watch out for my new series with Evil Angel and check out
www.belladonnaxxx.com!

THE KOALA: Man, I love porn. Don’t you?
PENISHEAD: NO! We are offering people opportunities to get
right with God. We are trying to keep people from adultery and
fornication. What do you think about pornography?
THE KOALA: Meh. People can decide to do whatever they
want. Also, I have a hard on.
CUEBALL: So it was David Westerfield’s decision to do what
he did!?
THE KOALA: I don’t think you want to get into a discussion
with us about innocent, little, blond girls. Although I suppose
I’ve done a lot of research.
EL BALDO: Don’t you understand?! Porn leads to sin. It’s like
marijuana, a gateway drug. It isn’t the name of the sin or how
big!
THE KOALA: Speaking of the greeny green...anyone else
want to hit this shit?
MR. PURE: I don’t smoke anything any more.
THE KOALA: But you did eh? Great job, you know, quitting.
What about watching porn with your girlfriend or something?
Or maybe porn of your girlfriend?
SENOR CALIENTE: Well, my wife and I used to watch it to
spice up our sex lives. First you find yourself watching porn
together and then wanting to act it out...eventually, you’re there
by yourself. Me and my wife even had extra people come in.
THE KOALA: So they came in you or your wife?
SENOR CALIENTE: What?
THE KOALA: Nothing. Anyway, you were saying something
about how porn is cool right?
SENOR CALIENTE: I was saying porn isolates you. It takes
you away from God.
THE KOALA: Ok, but what if you can’t get any like many
UCSD students and you need porn to get off?
SENOR CALIENTE: Only Jesus can satisfy you!
THE KOALA: Dude, I’m not into that shit. The only way
Jesus could satisfy me is if he would go get two lesbians and
possibly a midget or two and then have sex with them, take
pictures, and send them my way so I could jack off to them. Ok
bye.
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CHARLES GETS LUCKY

Here camera catches Becky by surprise as Charles poses with her and her
parents. Her dad is on the left.

Here’s the lesbo waitress checkin out Becky’s cleavage as Charles
places an order. Charles ordered a Chicken Pot Pie and Becky got a
cherry pie. Then he socked the waitress in the face.

See this guy admiring Charles’ date’s ass?
Charles later socked him in the mouth exclaiming “bitch, don’t be checkin out my bitch.”

Charles likes his steak thick and rubbery. No romantic
date with Charles is complete without a mouthful of
rubbery meat.

Here’s the old man that footed the bill because of
That’s our Charles - proving what a stud he is feeling up Becky right in front of his
three dads. After Becky left Charles’ parents told him they thought she was a really
the photographers who “kept harassing that cute
kid with the blow up doll” while he was trying to eat. nice girl, but wondered if she was anorexic because she looked “light as a feather.”
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The Official Sloshball League Recap:
Brought to you by THE KOALA, The Squidz, The Publians and the Retardians

Game 1: Koalans vs. K-Bears vs. Fuzzy Eucalyptus Lovers
Upon arriving at the top-secret stealth location, we realized that they forgot to get a team to play against them. Damn. We decided to play
Australian style and made three teams of four people each. The game was on. The bitter teams faced off with fire in their eyes and in their
bellies. Two teams in the outfield, one team at the bat. Whatever team I was on won.
Erik and Rob fought. We
couldn’t tell why, but it must
have been important because
Erik fucked up his shoulder and
Rob may never have children.
Hmm...that’s probably a good
thing.
To the left is Erik, our fearless
leader, being unfearless.
Hahahaha, does this hurt? How
about this?

Why let the score decide the outcome?

NEW KOALA: 80 BILLION
Old Koala: Dead

What happens when the KOALA’s best drinkers Sloshball rule #77: If the guy’s
bigger than you hit him with the bat.
go up against themselves? A fuckin’ tie.

Hobos we thought could
drink: 0

Game 2: Koala vs. Squidz
1

The game started after waiting an hour for Erik, King of Lateness, to
bring the tap. THE KOALA was leading by 10 runs for most parts of the
game, but eventually the Squidz started catching up. With two Squid
runners on second base and only one out THE KOALA, thinking less
slowly then usual, realized that the keg was almost gone. In a flash the
whole Koala side went out to the keg and did kegstands until the keg
was gone, thereby ending the game and sealing THE KOALA 25 to 24
victory. With the Squidz still bitching for a continuation game, Rob
threaten to kill everyone.
In picture 1, Rob is ready to crack Pug’s neck over who looked more
attractive in a tight shirt.
In picture 2, Crack-Boy throws Carne over his shoulder after he was
supposedly out for running over second base.
In picture 3, Rob sends home one of the three fools from the Squids that
went packing before the game was over.
In picture 4, Erik shows off his wound from being attacked by a dog
named Asphalt.

Final score Koala 25, Squids 24

3

4

2
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Game 3: Koala + 3 Porters Pub People vs. Squidz
This game started with THE KOALA trailing 14 to zip, but after Rob and Sam started taking out
everyone who tried to tap first base, the game ended 10 to 20. Bullshit calls abounded by THE KOALA, but after a drink off to settle whether a call was a bullshit call and then one to settle whether the
call was valid one of our alcoholics set THE SQUIDZ into a tailspin. With the wackness of this first
season loss, the best part of this game was that Bear Cub brought Cotton Candy from Chuck E.
Cheese. HELL YEAH! Pug broke his own vomiting record from the last game, with 12 pauses for
hurling during the 9 inning game. That Asian guy (you know who you are) was a pussy and wouldn’t
take his fuckin out when he got checked and the Squidz thought they were hot shit with the sober
score counter and designated drivers. Fuck off you bitches. We’ll see you next year.

Final score Koala 10, Squids 20

Game 4: Koala vs. Tardian doubleheader

THE KOALA had a thirty strong crew show up for this game only
to witness the slaughter of the most bitchly Tardian team ever.
These bitches didn’t even print the yearly recap of the event in their
paper cuz we fucked them up so badly. Every fight and illegal ass
call we made was answered with an “okay, yeah, sorry, okay, please
dont hurt us.” Two past editors, E-Dawg and Tulley came down to
check out the game, hit a couple doubles, and catch a couple flies,
while tripping out on shrooms and whatever the
fuck else they were doing that day.

Above: New KOALA recruit Charles empties his cup only to see
that the TARDIAN player remained too ugly to fuck.

After the game was over no one from THE
KOALA was even buzzed and a second keg was
procured. Another KOALA VS. KOALA match
ensued as the TARDIAN left with shriveled
nutz and heads hung low. A couple fools represented for the TARDIAN and stayed for the
second game so we hooked them up with some
of our juicy meat.

Final score Koala 12,
Tardian 6
THE A$$MAN makes a clean tag out at home plate. Thus preventing a run. The
rest of the Koala team circles like vultures, while lone guardian editor objects to no
avail. On the far right, one KOALA member has clearly had too much meth.
The TARDIAN girl who talks a lot of shit, but never backs it up got checked not once,
but TWICE, by Tessa from THE KOALA. Ouch!!! And she spilled TWO BEERS in the
process! TWO BEERS!!!!! I guess you just
can’t expect the guardian to hold their liquor.

Abracadabra boom shaka dae, my name is fuckin
Rob and you know I don’t play, if you talk shit
about my mama I’ma take your meat away

Travis says: “DIRTY BITCH. YOU THINK ITS MUD, BUT ITS REALLY MY SHIT.”
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HORRORSCOPE
Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18):
Soon, very tragic events will be revealed
to you. By reading this horrorscope
you have just diagnosed yourself with
HIV. And you didn’t even get laid. It
was that bleeding hobo you saved.
Lesson learned, never help anyone. You
have no lucky numbers.

Gemini (May 21 - Jun 21)
Today you will experience your
dream. Look for 4 tits over the horizon attached to twin blond bimbos.
With some smoove moves, weed,
liquor, and a firearm, you’ll seduce
them in no time! It’s up to you to
make this one come true!

Cancer (Jun 22 - Jul 22):
Pisces (Feb 19 - Mar 20):
It’s 3a.m. and you realize you haven’t Damn those heavy flow days. Everygotten your fuck on in months. Not to one knows you’re on your period, so
mention your shitty job isn’t paying the put on some sweats and dab on the
bills. It’s time to change your lifestyle. perfume to cover up your rank ass
Lay off the meth for a week or two and cooch smell. When you go to class,
you should have your head on straight keep your legs tight togther, as not to
let your funk get airbourne and kill
in no time.
your classmates.
Aries (Mar 21 - April 19):
Leo (Jul 23 - Aug 22):
You’re a fuckin fag. All your friends
knew it. Even your parents new it. Why It’s your lucky month and what better
way to take full advantage than rob
do you think your dad never took
showers with you? Don’t try to deny it the nearest liquor store. I see lubrication in your near future. Find a
cuz it’s in your horrorscope and the
stars have chosen YOU to take it in the playmate soon or be forever satisfied
by bathroom palm-love.
ass.
Virgo (Aug 23 - Sept 22):
Taurus (Apr 20 - May 20):
Ahh, life is great and you’re on top of Watch your back! That significant
the world. At least thats what it looks other you’ve been fooling around with
is starting to give the hint of a longlike on the outside. Actually, your
addictive personality has led you astray term relationship. You should get
hammered together and fuck like
from achieving your goals. I suggest
you keep hitting the bottle and forget rabbits. If you decide the sex is worth
about your classes. You can make it up it, take it to the next step and ask
about the roomate. If not, later wanker
next quarter.

Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22):
So your boyfriend hasn’t called you for a
week and you’re worried that he may
have shot up too much heroin over the
weekend. Not to worry, he’s probably
just low on cash and can’t afford to be
around you right now. Console yourself
with a few hours of “Sex in the City’ that
you have on DVD.
Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov 21):
I really just don’t know what’s going to
happen to you. I mean, I called upon the
stars, did a little dance, through around
some pixie dust and even flipped through
the newspaper horoscopes, but I just
don’t know. Either you’ll get fired today
and meet your future wife, or you’ll get
fired and beat off.
Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21):
This month will be the month of your
premature death. Watch your back at
every turn. I can’t tell you exactly how
you’ll die because what’s the fun in that?
Stay pistol packed and coat your body in
a metal alloy of some sort. Your lucky
numbers are 9,1,1.
Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19):
You’re stuck in a dead end relationship
with your roomate or significant other.
You should kill this person and end your
pain. Only then can you find true happiness. And your lucky numbers for this
week are 4, 20.

DARTH VADER AND GEORGE BUSH:
SEPARATED AT BIRTH?
George W. Bush says:
"Either you're with us or you're
against us."
George W. Bush says:
"Saddam Hussein, if he doesn't
leave the country, will make his
final mistake."
George W. Bush says:
“America is a friend to the people of Iraq.”
George W. Bush says:
“States like these, and their terrorist allies, constitute
an axis of evil.”
George W. Bush says:
“The regime must allow immediate and unrestricted
access to every site, every document, and every
person identified by inspectors.”
George W. Bush says:
“They cannot dent the steel of American resolve.”
George W. Bush says:
“I’m a patient man. And when I say I’m a patient
man, I mean I’m a patient man.”
George W. Bush says:
“There can be no peace if our security depends on
the will and whims of a ruthless and aggressive
dictator.”
George W. Bush says:
“We will pass the test.”
George W. Bush says:
“If Iraq fails to fully comply, the United States and
other nations will disarm Saddam Hussein.”

Darth Vader says:
“Join us or DIE!!!”

What George W.
Bush did:
Dumped the Kyoto
Protocol and
several nuclear
arms treaties with
Russia.

Darth Vader says:
"Don't make me destroy you."

Darth Vader says:
“Good. It would be unfortunate if I had to leave a
garrison here.”
Darth Vader says:
“You are part of the Rebel Alliance.”

Darth Vader says:
“I am your father.”

Darth Vader says:
“There will be no one to stop us this time.”
Darth Vader says:
"You have failed me for the last time, Admiral."

Darth Vader says:
“The Emperor is not as forgiving as I am.”

Darth Vader says:
"Perhaps I can find new ways to motivate them."

Darth Vader says:
"If you only knew the power of the dark side."

Darth Vader line
Bush should have
used:
“I am altering the
deal. Pray I don’t
alter it any further.”
What George W.
Bush did:
Hold the POW’s
from Afghanistan
hooded and cuffed
on their knees in a
concentration camp
in Cuba.
Darth Vader line
Bush should have
used:
And now, Your
Highness, we will
discuss the location
of your hidden
Rebel base.
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Party Reviews

Party Reviews

Rancho Santa Fe Mansion, Tuesday
May 20, 2003

Rock Bottom Keg at the Cliffs, weekday
in April

I rolled in with my own beer as the six kegs of
good-ass beer (plus one star), with only one tap
(minus one star) were surrounded by drunk
fools. Peter Fonda (Easy Rider) was supposed to
be the main attraction for this ‘midterm’ shindig at the second biggest mansion I have had the
privilege to debauch (plus two stars). Food was
to be had as well as fine ass ladies in panty suits
swimming in the huge ass pool with a slide
(plus two stars). Minus one star for stopping the
keg supply early, and minus one star for the
unnecessary rudeness from some nobodies that I
had to cut short with my nine inch shiv (aka
dick), twice. All in all, tight party with plenty
of premium fifi minge. Therefore, with my
awesome mathematical skills we come to three
stars, almost...

I have said it before and I will say it again,
Keggers at the cliffs or bonfires at Black’s
Beach are da kind. If you have not been then let
this review show you the ways of partydom.
I picked up the keg and we started drinking
about 9PM, ahh good beer, plus one star. It was
cold so we moved to a location behind a burn to
block from the wind. However, the slick
vegetation caused many a comical slide and
spill right on yer arse, I did it myself twice. By
10PM there were plenty of females to begetting
with (plus one star) and the keg flowed even
better than before (plus another star for how
fucking awesome the beer tasted). The night
was dark and allowed for proper beer-gogglage.
Plus one star for the absolute coolness of the
crowd in their mostly blind state. There also
happened to be another keg out on the cold and
windy point, but we were happy with our very
choice beer and only semi-cold nuts from the
wind. In conclusion, keggers at the cliffs
fucking rule because of the potentiality for a
veritable smorsgorbord of drunk-ass ladies that
can’t see your ugly mug. Music and co-ed
naked dancing arond a fire down at Black’s
Beach would have been sweeterr, but what are
yah gonna do? Therefore, four and a half stars.
Keep em coming!

Angelo’s PB Party on Diamond - late
April
Showed up a bit early to get me hands on the
beer as I knew this was going to get out of
fucking control (plus half a star for proper
precognition). Several kegs of good-ass beer
with two taps going met my arrival, and verily
so (plus one star). Plus one star for cool environment and peeps. Plus one star for getting my
funky groove on upstairs, I even surprised
myself with my moves. The party took a turn
for the worse when, at full capacity (...it took
fifteen mintues just to attempt to go through the
house, minus one star [allowed massive groping
though, plus one star]) I happened to be right
behind the dude that got the forty in the head by
some drunk ass fool. Plus one star for both
guys having huge smiles on their faces as they
pummelled each other. Minus one star for the
cops showing up just after and rudely ejecting
everyone. Add them up and youse gets three
and a half stars.

Supposed ‘Porn Party’ By SDSU Early May... I think...
Got there a little after nine and this party was
already pumping (plus one star). ID check to
keep the underage out and five bucks at the door
for seven kegs and suposed porno action going
on inside (no stars). Tons of people (plus one
star), turned into way too many people (minus
one star). Minus one star for that many people
not pushing each other into the pool. One tap
for those seven kegs equals a minus star, duh.
Minus one star for no porn action when I
arrived till when I left. Minus one star for the
cops ‘supposedly’ showing up at 10PM, minus
one star for the wanna-be ‘security’ forcing
people to leave. Minus one star for not even
getting one cup of beer for my five dollars. Plus
half a star for the birthday boy who gave me
half a cup a beer from his own supply. Minus
one star for being hassled by whoever the fuck
they think they is when I was trying to get my
first, last, and only cup of beer. Plus one star for
the dude that talked so much shit that it turned
into a couple of blows being thrown in favor of
the mobs of people that got their five dollars
jacked by these assholes. Plus one star for
being ‘allowed’ to break a bunch of shit that
belonged to the owners in order to alleviate the
unnecessary tension that these stupid fuck-heads
thought they could bring upon the good people
of wanted-drunkeness. Plus one star for the
cops never actually showing up to see the mess
we progressively made worse in their front yard.

All in all, this was the worst party I have ever
been to. In fact, I ain’t even gonna waste my
time counting up all these stars, so minus five
stars, BOO-YAH!

Frat Party on Radcliffe and Governor,
Late April.
Five dollars at the door for this funky nonreggae party with promises of full bar and
multitudious amounts of kegs (no stars yet).
Showed up early for as much beer and booze as
I could stomach before the plethora of peeps
showed up (plus one star). Live DJ supplying
the beats with chicas dancing it up (plus one
star). By 11PM, these frat boys allowed way
too many people in. This caused little to no
movement throughout the entire house with
everyone’s stinky ass farting up the place
(minus one star). Kegs ran dry way too fast,
plus slow bartending without allowing anyone
(including me, a professional) to help them
serve drinks gives this progressively weak party
another minus star. I would hate to give this
party no stars so how bout at least one star for
giving it the good ‘ol college try. Thanks for
keeping the UCSD clique strong and true!

Baseball Theme Party off of Mahaila
Ave. Weekday Early May
I just got back from collecting from my bitches
when I noticed a whole gaggle of juicy boobies
and ass slowly making their way to a party
down the street. Naturally, I fell right in step,
promptly pimping properly. I was greeted at the
door with much ethusiam for the bodacious
bounty I had produced. Plus two stars for the
hoes, plus one star for no hassle at the door or
cover charge. Plus one star for getting digits. A
huge plus one star for the vivacious mack-down
of two of my hoes for the pleasure of the crowd,
thereby producing an overly excited state of the
electrons in my nuts. All in all this was a
fucking proper party with all the proper ingredients. Mix that shit together and youse gots a
five star party. To the people of the house;
please throw another one and ‘invite me’
again!!!

So, you think you can throw a party?
We can’t review it if we don’t know
about it. Send us details at
editor@thekoala.org or drop
drop this
this card
card
into an on-campus mailbox. No stamp
needed for on-campus.

PB Block Party Sometime
Not much different from all the other times I
have gone. Booze upon booze with the booze
coming out of the booze and shit. I heard that
some bars on Garnet gross enough money to
pay rent and expenses for the rest of the whole
fucking year. Looking at all those drunkenites, I
believe it. Besides all the festivies and other
shit that goes on, the coolest thing I say was
these drunk fools giving each other the tazer till
their shirts were charred messes of stink,
classical entertainment. Three stars.

Justin, Eric, Rick, and Isaac’s House
Genneessee and Voigt - April
A shout out to my homies in the condo. Plenty
of booze, plus one star. Good music, plus one
star. Decent ratios, plus one. Plenty of smoke,
plus one. If there were a lot more people this
party would have been off the hook, tipping the
scale into the five star range. Anywho, I got so
fucking wasted so fast that I apparently walked
home for some reason I cannot rememeber
(minus half a star). Ahh college... Good times!!
Three and a half stars.

I’m throwing a party on ______________.
There will be ______ kegs and ________.
We expect the ratio to be _______ guys to
_______ girls to _______ lesbians.
My odds of taking home an unconscious
cheap slut or freshman will be ____%.

The Koala
When The Koala passes out you will:
Mailbox C-17, UCSD A: Perform Oral Sex
Write all over our bodies.
La Jolla, CA 92093 B:
C: Drop us off in an alley in TJ.
D: Put us next to a fatty.
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PERSONALS

Eddie which you walk it
Are you walk it eddie?

How can you lose friends and
change nothing?
Submit your Personals to THE
KOALA.
Go to www.thekoala.org!
boomshakalaka up in the house fuck
with me I’ll bust you right in the mouth
so suck my ballz

chick.
to the fuck who placed guy porn in the
vis art bathroom. that is not art you
sick fuck.
I touch my self every time I see you in
Vis 2 section. Your art piece makes
me feel BIG.

Dear lazy, blank stare, purple shirt,
resentful, bitter no-ass-getting worththat koala girl is a flirt
less Subway fuck! Those tomatos are
as brown as your lazy Mexican
hey NANCY (aka CASA whore), wipe
cornhole. Do your job sandwich artist
off your drawn in eyebrows, take off
and quit closing early. I HATE U! your colored contacts, get off your high
eats@pub
horse and open your eyes. everyone
jenny you’re a monster
knows what a slut you are. we all
know about your nyc escapade (not to
f**k off
mention numerous others). quit trying
ed note: No! You f*** off!!!
to bullshit everyone about how much
you supposedly love your boyfriend.
To this years’ freshman class: there is
we just feel sorry for him
because hes so blind to
your bullshit.
To all Asian wanna-be
gangstas- you’re not hard.
Now shut your fucking
cake-holes before I kidnap
one of you and drop you
off in the middle of
Inglewood on a Friday
night decked out in your
gear. We’ll see how much
of a hard cunt that you are
then.
To the ladies of Spring
Quarter,
Where the fuck do you
hang out during the rest of
the school year? The sun
comes out, and all of a
sudden there are actual
attractive girls at UCSD.
All, I want to say is thank
you for making my day on
campus a little brighter.
-Guy who wishes he
went to State instead
Single white pirate with
cleft palate and peg-leg
seeking bird loving wench
to empty drool barrel. One
eye and no teeth a mighty
Arrr plus! If ye doesn’t like
it in yer socket, suck it!
Yarr!
the girl that work at the
pub. lets get down ‘n’ dirty
4 a change. that english

hope for our school...thank you for
your energy and for sucking my dick
on a periodic basis - keep practicing.
Kourtney sucked.
To the Skanks in HILD 2C (near the
front, left side):
No one cares what you had for
breakfast. No one cares what you’re
doing later that afternoon - it sure isn’t
honking on my schlong, so it’s
irrelavent.
Just please shut your yaps when you
walk in. Here’s how non-retards do it:
(1) Walk into the lecture hall.
(2) Select your seat(s).
(3) Sit down and shut the fuck up
when the prof starts yapping.
Even simplton “I’ve never REALLY
sucked a cock yet” frosh beeotches
like you can understand it.

